TABAKOV TROPHY HUNTING LTD.
9002 Varna, Bulgaria, 38 “Tsarevets”str., entr. b, fl. 5, app. 32; mobile: +359 899 720545;
office@tabakovhunt.com; www.tabakovhunt.com

Anatolian (Bezoar) Ibex

(Capra aegagrus aegragus)
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Hunting in Turkey

Anatolia, the bridge between Asia and Europe, contains rich hunting grounds
which have been hunted for thousands of years by civilizations from the
Hittites to the Romans and the Ottomans. From the Taurus Mountains of the
Mediterranean to the Mercan Mountains of Eastern Anatolia and the Kackar
Mountains of the Black Sea region, this area has its own species such as
Anatolian Ibex, Anatolian Chamois, Anatolian (Konya) Sheep, East Anatolian
(Armenian) Sheep, Mid Asian Brown Bear, Anatolian Wild Boar, Anatolian
Red Deer, Roe Deer, Gazelle, Wolf and Lynx.
Besides hunting, Turkey is a great destination for vacations as well. Istanbul,
Ephesus, Cappadocia, Troy and Antalya are some of the must visit places in
Turkey. We offer private sightseeing tours in Turkey for you and your
companions after or before your hunts. Please ask us for further details
regarding our private sightseeing tours.

Anatolian Ibex

Has the world’s longest horns in relation to body weight. Anatolian Ibex, also
known as the Bezoar Ibex, is the most handsome of the Ibex species with
horns as long as 140+ cm (55"+). The hide of the male Ibex decorated in a
wonderful harmony of black and white during the rutting season.
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Areas & Weather

There are 10-15 different hunting areas in south and east Turkey on Taurus
and Mercan mountains. We chose the best area for your hunt after we
complete our scouting in all those different areas. There are 3 type of areas;
Common area 1 where average trophy size is around 100-106 cm (39-42”)
Common area 2 where average trophy size is around 106-117cm (42-46”)
Special auctioned area where average trophy is around 117-127cm (46-50”).
The altitude is around 1,500 – 2,750 meters (4,900 – 9,000 ft) at most of the
hunting areas. Snow is expected on the ground in January, February and
March, but most of the areas do not have snow during November-December
hunts. Please contact us for further weather conditions before your hunt. A
suggested gear list is sent to all of our clients 3-4 months before their hunts as
well. The terrain is relatively easy in some areas. However, some areas may
be little bit more difficult than the average. That’s why it is best for your
interest to let us know about physical conditions before the hunt.

The Hunt

Ibex hunt is a typical spot and stalk hunt. We start the day very early and drive
to the mountain for around 30-45 minutes from the hotel/lodge. As the sun
starts to rise, we start glassing and try to find the best trophy. It is very
common to see 10-15 male ibex a day if the hunt takes place during the rut.
Spotting scopes are very important to judge the trophy size and compare with
other males. After locating the desired trophy, the final stalk is carried out on
foot. The shooting distance is usually around 200-250 meters (220-275 yards).

The Season

Ibex hunts can be scheduled between August 1 and March 31. Different
mountain ranges may have different seasons depending on the rut, weather
and other conditions. We recommend our clients to come between late
November and March for better results. Please contact us for exact dates,
openings and availability.

Accommodation

During our Ibex hunts, we accommodate our clients mostly in hotels. Some of
our areas require accommodations at comfortable guest houses and we have
very few areas where we hunt from tented camps as well. Please let us know
if you have special requests regarding accommodation.
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Suggested Itinerary

Day 1: Arrival to Istanbul, commercial flight to hunting area, transfer to camp
Day 2-8: Hunt (Up to 7 days)
Day 9: Return to Istanbul, overnight or depart
We strongly recommend you to do at least 1 day sightseeing tour in Istanbul
with us after your hunt. Please contact us for further details.

Travel

Turkish Airlines has non-stop flights to Istanbul from many destinations in the
world. You will book your international flight for Istanbul Ataturk Airport.
A tourist visa will required for you to enter Turkey which can simply be
purchased online or up on your arrival at Istanbul Airport.
Representative will meet you in Istanbul at the baggage claim area to help you
get through customs and get required documentation completed for your rifle
and ammunition. Bringing your own guns into Turkey is not a problem at all. It
takes around 20-30 minutes to clear the customs and police declaration.
After clearing the customs and police declaration, you will be escorted by us to
the domestic terminal in order to take a short commercial flight (around 1
hour) for the nearest airport in your hunting area. Your domestic flight from
Istanbul will be reserved by the Turkish organizer as well. We may use
Antalya, Adana, Elazig or Adiyaman airports depending on your hunting area.
After the flight from Istanbul, your guide will meet you at the domestic airport
and drive you around 1-3 hours to the camp (hotel or lodge). We will give the
same services after your hunt as well.

Other species

Depending on the season, you can combine this hunt with Stag, Sheep,
Chamois, Wild Boar hunts in Turkey.
Since Turkey is very close to some other countries (Tajikistan, Pakistan,
Kyrgyzstan) many of our clients also combine this hunt with any other hunt in
Asia / Europe. If you are interested in hunting for multiple species or hunting
in multiple countries in one trip, please check with us for all possible
combinations.
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Price
-Option 1 (Pricing based on medal categories):
According to longer horn measurements in cm.
Bronze 99-105 cm:
Silver 106-114 cm:
Gold 115-122 cm:
High Gold 123-127 cm:
Platinum 128-134 cm:
Diamond Over 135 cm:

8,500 €uro
10,500 €uro
15,500 €uro
19,500 €uro
25,500 €uro
Please Call

-Option 2 Pricing based on size in Common Areas:
According to longer horn measurements in cm.
Regular Ibex hunt:

6,500 €uro - Up to 8 years old and 90 cm
Over 90cm is 150 €uro / cm

Includes: Hunting license, hunt organization up to 7 days, one trophy fee of mentioned size, local guiding,
daily fees, customs clearance, land transfer from/to the nearest airport to hunting area, accommodation in
hunting area and meals during the hunts.
Excludes: All domestic and international flights, hotel accommodations before and/or after the hunt, hotel
extras, extra trophies, vet. certificate and export documents €250/trophy, trophy shipment €750/Ibex,
insurance, cancellation, gratitude, sightseeing tours $350 per person/day, Istanbul airport/hotel/airport
handling & transfers: $150/transfer, observer: $350/day (sharing the room with the hunter).
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